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Anecdote: 

Eva decided to record “a few titles” (meaning two, three) in 

studio envisioning the filming of a video clip of one of the 

songs. She booked the recording studio for four days. In 

three days and a half day, fifteen titles were recorded 

(twelve are on the CD) 

 

Why “Mirages” ? 

One of the songs on the album is called “Mirages de fin 

d’ete” (Mirages of the end of Summer). This song is dedicated 

to Romy Schneider, who had everything, or almost 

everything, in her life. And yet… she went on a descending 

path that brought her to destruction and death. 

 

“I have all what people dream of 

Often 

Secretly 

Money 

Fame 

Power 

A lot of lovers… 

... 

And yet 

I am only a recumbent 

Wreck”



“Mirages” The Album 
Lyrics and music comes from Eva Cendors. 

She also originated a few arrangements that have been 

sometimes refined directly by the musicians 

contributing to the album. 

 

The guitar (and arrangements for the guitar) as well as the 

percussion have been magnificently executed par the Czech 

guitarist and composer Karel JIROŠ. 

 

The photo on the cover was taken by Justine Carpentier, 

a young student from Picardy who has a beautiful artistic 

sensitivity. 

 

The cover was created by Sebastien de Cornuaud-Marcheteau 

based on an idea of Eva Cendors. 

 

Titles : 

12 in total. 6 in French, 5 in English, 1 in Czech 

Toujours plus (Always more) 

Cerridwen 

Only Love 

I Have Everything 

Ne meurs pas l’amour (Don’t die love) 

Never Give Up 

Petit ange dors (Little angel sleep) 

Chanson de la Femme (Song of the Woman) 

White Queen 

Mirages de fin d’ete (Mirages of the end of summer) 

Priere pour la Terre (Prayer for the Earth) 

Cerridwen Czech version



“Mirages” The Album 

The team in its totality : 

Eva Cendors – words, music, singing, choirs, recitation, 

recorder 

Karel Jiros – guitar, djembe, percussion 

Sarka Duskova – oboe 

Helena hajkova – cello (2,6,11,12) 

Katia Renard – cello (10) 

Recorded at Resound Studio (Liberec) by Martin Havlen and 

Sylvain Couvercelle (trainee) 

Mastered by Ivo Sedlacek (Velvet Mastering) 

Photo : Justine Carpentier 

Graphic design : Sebastien de Cornuaud-Marcheteau ”

That the sensitivity 

of the work of Art touches 

at the deepest level 

of the being of the one 

who listens… 

Only love will heal you.
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A few feedbacks 

 

Your music is so beautiful and heart opening. 

 

Your music is very beautiful and emotionally comforting to 

listen to. Thank you for sharing your gift with the world. 

 

Woow, I have just heard your album and I truly love it, 

the lyrics are so sincere and I can feel they are coming 

straight from your heart. That was sooo soothing ! 

 

Great message and the vocals and instrumentals 

 are quite soothing. 

 

What a voice, what an experience. 

 

You are very talented and this is encouraging 

and inspiring. 

 

You are such a gifted person. Thank you for sharing 

your gift with others. 

 

Your voice is so special!! There is a part in myself that is 

 so touched when I listen to your songs. 

 

Wow Eva, beautiful songs and beautiful voice! 

 

I really was touched by this sound and your open heart. 

I am a musician too would love to play one day with you!
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Contact booking: 

Marc Chivrac 

+33 681 959 933 

chivrac.marc@neuf.fr 
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